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erve kitchen supplies and

ee fighting services in any

o British forces situated

on is a cooperative insti-

ish women's services

the forces. In time of war

ury, which has a repre-

e NAAFI are incorporated

the armed forces is illustrated by a quotation from Lord Gort's

don Gazette, 2nd despatch (War Office, March 1941), page 21: "The

st May [1940], Corps had only 3 days RASC supplies in the

have become serious had it not been for the success of the measures

anize the supplies in Lille belonging to the Expeditionary Force

retail prices, and

form of rebates and other

goods.

s.—In the British armed

over the Army and the

he corresponding ranks

the three services:

yal Navy are called

oy, 2nd class, to chief petty

es") were originally

carry out the hand-to-

ature of sea battles a cen-

as sea soldiers; and

they still retain the Army

naval ranks (as above)

is equal to a naval com-

(1) General.—The

917, and was demobilized

9 to replace in time of

establishments. The

and is not subject tech-

hold the King's Com-

anization is called a

dmiral. The chief duties

work, bookkeeping, store-

g, cooking, and stewarding,

a high degree of dexterity.

e enlisted women and

y are as follows:

class).

ned

) The ranks of com-

ranks of those in the U. S.

Royal Air Force "lieu-

er title in the British

k of brigadier general in

uch an officer as "General."

abolished in 1920.

ar to be official ranks are

be held by officers of varying

Captain, and Staff

ks, but they are usually

the title.

e called subalterns, and

erned as follows: (a)

eminent military services,

list for life.

-generals, corps; major-

ery and engineer formations

ers in the auxiliary services

holding the appoint-

r performing other duties

rigadier. Major-generals

d colonels.

they are filled at once,

ate rank or by the promotion

g for higher rank for

cting rank for that time.

After 21 days, if the

higher scale, including the

he case of junior officers,

ary rank after 3 months;

els, after 6 months and 9

s for any reason, in-

ounds, unable to perform

what is known as "war

e lower than the former

will not go for the duration

e, is the rank held by

ed service whether a va-

promoted by brevet to

rving with his regiment

takes precedence as major

d "other ranks" (OR).

est to lowest, are: regi-

quarter-master sergeant

ompany quarter-master

rgeant (Sgt), lance-

oral (L/Cpl), and private

warrant appointing him

r, class I. The regimental

sergeant-major hold similar

s, class II. The grade of

oon after the outbreak

ds to the U. S. first

s the platoon sergeant.

ist in the different arms

e appointments, not

es, respectively, who have

r Force, rather than "serjeant" is used for the sake of uni-

her promotions when vacan-

uivalent ranks often bear

al Artillery a corporal is

sly styled, as follows:

rdsman.

an.

xcluding motorcycles) is

d salute is used as a sign

mission, and is never given

ded arm is raised sideways

ught smartly to the forehead.

he wrist, four fingers, and

coming to rest 1 inch above

ymbolized the absence of

he holder of the King's

e the King") is played

niform not under the orders of

at attention and commis-

address is not worn, all

a square of silk bearing

ur are displayed, and the

e of vision, civilians uncover

and all ranks salute.

the U. S. Army, except

e lieutenant is required to

or unless on parade or when

rs, the senior member of a

ention, and he alone will

or more officers, only the

by saluting.

orce Is the same as that of the Army; that of the Royal Navy is

g or leaving any of His

lute the quarterdeck.

men salute their superiors

the armed forces of

em if they held corre-

n in the armed forces in

ers.—(1) The com-

k in paragraph 79.

ficers of the rank of air

motion in the junior

on.

tom of the RAF is to

mander" is not abbreviated

t abbreviated to "cap-

re addressed orally as

sed to describe per-

grades of these, from

grade of warrant officer,

t, sergeant, corporal, lead-

aircraftman, 2nd class.

cation nor a rank, but

trade (see par. 184).

on.

e paragraph 184.

yal Navy, the Army,

sleeve insignia; by insig-

ns (or by one or more of

ted by sleeve insignia;

iscellaneous badges.

Army by tabs, or gorget

gnia are discussed

uniforms and cocked hats

aval uniform to be met

uble-breasted, and with it

hite uniforms, with the

n the Tropics or wherever

opped cap may be worn

white, but is usually worn

ms are worn ashore on

sleeve insignia on navy-

ulder straps on white uniforms

ns show both the left

ps of executive officers.4

ect paid to commissioned

w the sub-lieutenant and

is in all respects an officer,

prior to being commissioned

respect paid to commis-

longs is shown by the

tripes (one strip below in the

Light blue.

.

.

ers' caps are partial

blue and the white cap

r all officers up to and

for commodores, 2nd class,

w of gold oak leaves; and for

d commodores, 1st class, it

41.)

aval Reserve (RNR) wear

sioned officers in the Royal

Royal Naval Volunteer

avy stripes.

ow page 120.

etty officers wear

of various grades of

d duties. (See fig. 42.)

navy-blue uniforms

The only difference

hose of the Army is that the

strap nearest the arm (fig.

m those of noncommissioned

d piping round the crown of

ginally under the

has been controlled en-

cers of the Fleet Air

nd class, cap- ® Other commissioned

ficers.

hed from naval officers

he sleeve stripes (fig. 44).

en- wings on their sleeves,

r Force (see plate VII

The uniform of the

ers wear black tricorne

hats in winter and white

re are two dress uni-

ull dress (for daytime

mess dress 5 (for use of officers

n ordered in mess by the

uniforms 6 for all ranks

sually of dark blue and

, may be worn during

, and may also be worn

ng wartime, however,

s and undress uniforms.

nsignia.

ed men's insignia.

for evening wear and battle

d in 1939. The uniform

listed men, and is at the

isted men (plate II and figs.

d 81.)

form is worn only by

for evening wear, and for

arathea or a high quality

(coat) may be belted and

ally patched. The sleeves

ons, although most mounted

wear them without points

h the coat a khaki shirt

, of the same material as

nted officers, staff officers,

r officers of units that were

avalry twill) and field boots

ttish regiments wear

he regimental tartan. In

when not on parade with

ss.

nt FIOURE 44.—Sleeve insignia of a lieutenant

.

cap (fig. 46) and the field-

popularly called the "fore and

vice-dress cap is normally

aki) for all ranks. But

ervice cap; the greatcoat (over-

tyle of the coat; and many

s variations from regiment

often wear with service dress the blue undress cap, but with a

ck (patent leather), and for officers of the rank of colonel and above

s: brigadiers and colonels, one row (corresponding to the visor of

s, captains, and commanders in the Royal Navy, and to that of group

shals and general officers, two rows (corresponding to the visor of

odores, 1st class, in the RN, and to that of air officers in the RAF).

paragraph 856(1)(«) and plate VII.

5© and ©, and plate

own kid gloves and may

(fig. 46).7

ve—

of

d).

keleton

battle dress.

men in peacetime con-

ee figs. 84 and 85), and

ong trousers for other units.

bers of The Brigade of

he word is also used loosely in this respect.

o-piece khaki serge (plate

e trousers are long and some-

e bottom. The rather full

shirt), which fastens up to the

eleton web

).

rs of battle dress.

material as the trousers. It

ons onto the top of the trou-

aist by a cloth belt which

ear the blouse buttoned up

a khaki shirt underneath;

s and blouse, has nine pockets, including a very large one on the

s.

ns of the blouse, the collar

necktie. There is no

tisu and Irish regiments

mes.

et, gas mask

pment).

s orders of battle dress.

under active service,

figs. 45® and ®, 48, 50,

ss cap is also worn with

ot the rule.

s are worn over the

s, for example, in mecha-

ade of a light khaki

ers is of exactly the same

e worn with shirt sleeves.

sleeves may be worn in

apped leggings or spiral

olonels, Royal Army Medical Corps, in service dress.

full puttees, with hose tops.

(a) General.—In 1920,

abolished. Since 1939 the

or officers except when on

wn by the metal in-

f their coats and overcoats,

"pip," is not actually

somewhat square device

regiment or corps. For

outh Wales Borderers

ll "pips" and crowns are

hire Light Infantry.9

nch square, the crown

a cross patee sur-

h which, in turn, encircles

e miters, two above one,

IA JUNCTA IN UNO,"

dom. The "pip" is worn

Some regiments wear

m polished, unenameled

s are worn by such

The North Staffordshire

rifle regiments and by

al is worn on the .shoulder

he Queen's Bays ("BAYS"—

), etc.

l officers up to and

ap badges, and insignia

giments or corps. (See

ntal and corps insignia;

46.)

adiers and colonels of

d the service-dress cap

with the arms of Great

rgeant-major's insignia,

ar scarlet tabs, or

or the position of the tabs.)

s batons within a laurel

n (plate III). The tabs

he center (plate II).

er, see paragraph 167.

MY ORDNANCE CORPS

ia.

ssed baton and sword

above a crown (plate III).

es down the center (plate II).

dge a crown surmounted

oth have a straight

eneral Staff wear a

s colored according to the

s:

my Veterinary Corps—

Educational Corps—Cambridge

my Dental Corps—Emerald

the cap badge is worn

t, but the position varies

anter, Glengarry, beret,

al Tank Regiment it is

battle dress is at the

listed men, enlisted

), below. On the field-

r corps insignia in the same

© and ®.)

e battle dress is of

re officers may wear metal

oth insignia of rank

uare) the color of which

Distinguishing marks,

o vary in color according

sleeves by all ranks 2>Vi

ption to this practice is

regiments of which wear

nt shape just below the

ms of the service with their

cers' insignia of rank and

ates IV and V.

the unit name on detach-

the arm.

ress.

e the colored strips all

signia (figs. 48 and 61), and

s may be worn, as illustrated

ted on the left side

y be worn with battle

nsignia of rank and dis-

oats) insignia are not

officers wear their

s above the cuff except in

rgeant, the staff-sergeant

lance-sergeant, the corporal

).

sleeve of a member of the 38th Divisional Signals (battle dress).

theirs on both sleeves above

onjunction with insignia

oth badges above the

displays both badges

ential grades of non-

e VIII. Other enlisted

both upper sleeves.

up on the lower left sleeve

12, 4 for 16, and 5 for 21.

rs below the rank of

th whatever uniform is

de on the right arm above the

op

black.

ted in

g on the

xpe-

mlet is

o the

and with

is of

red

s red

ers.—

blue

rt of

LDER-STRAP INSIGNIA PLATE I

ES

color will be worn to the front (see fig. 49).

(CONTINUED) PLATE V

ER-

Y

AJOR

the staff to which an

on the armlet, as follows:

istration,

the British Common-

ized and equipped sub-

Army. The uniforms,

rences, the same.

neral.—There are

uring wartime: full dress, of

al occasions), and mess dress,

in mess).

orm, of slate blue, for offi-

used for wear in cold or

coat is belted at the waist

patched). The trousers are

with the shirt, which is of

of slate blue, as well as the

men wear a service-

may alternatively wear a

of khaki drill, for officers

with shirt sleeves. The

necktie. Shorts and short

hite drill, for wear by

.

) Dress uniforms.—The

s.

ue and white bands on

straps of the overcoat.

a ("rings") are shown in

after receiving awards and decorations).

wn by blue and white

worn with shirt sleeves, on

n by gold bands on blue

ss cap for all officers up to

has a plain (slate blue)

atent leather) visor with

ers, a black (patent leather)

cap badge is also different

II.) The field-service

e piping (plate VII).

e ("wings"), and the badges

rn on the left breast of the

y service ribbons (fig. 51 and

tal officers wear distinc-

own by insignia on both

metal badge of rank of the

h sleeves. The insignia of

re worn on both upper

. (See fig. 51 and plate VIII.)

n on both upper sleeves.

nt-up on the lower left sleeve

wear a rectangular piece

dered: in blue on the service

.

all airmen is of black

tinctive (plate VII).

the present war, author-

e country of origin is a

Nations, or an allied nation,

in pale blue at the top of

may be needed on occasion

se distinguishing badges with

he dominions.

erver Corps (ROC) is a

RAF uniform with black

l cap badge. Other members

Auxiliary Air Force

FVR) wear the same

of the Auxiliary wear the

Reserve wear the letters

American Eagle Squad-

e collar, and a special

n the British Common-

he Royal Canadian Air

Air Force (RNZAF) wear

s the RAF uniform, but are

ons and by different

The Royal Australian

me pattern but made of

(SAAF) wears a khaki

Many decorations

erformances by civilians

the Army, the Royal Air

ross and the George

ations. Then come the

allantry; campaign medals,

dals; long service and good

. Service ribbons for

ecedence in plates Xand XI.

VC) (plate IX).—To all

acting under their order,

The VC can be won

enemy some signal act of

en worn, this bronze cross

on. When the service

oss in bronze is affixed to

ns the award twice,

. Women have been

and women in all

y division of the GC

g services who have

the warrant. When the

of the cross in silver is

Garter, the Most

, and the Most Illustrious

ortant Orders of British

he Knight of the Garter

Knight of St. Patrick

Knighthood in Great

British royal family,

e or two statesmen of

he same time as the George Cross, recopnizes civilian bravery,

C. The Medal of the Order of the British Empire, for Gallantry,

M), has been replaced by the GM, and all holders of the

members of certain foreign

, although awarded to

ly to Scotsmen and Irishmen,

mited to a total of 24

re of activity, and is one of the

oes not carry a knighthood.

y ribbons except when the

occasions the particular

uding a sash of the appro-

ich contain military divi-

he Bath, the Most Exalted

guished Order of St.

t Order of the Indian Em-

Excellent Order of the

panions of Honour. The

sses—Knights Grand Cross,

The next two Orders have

hree mentioned above, and

he Order of the British

ers and Members of the Order.

onsists of one class only,

of the British Empire.

rn immediately after the

or valor and gallantry.

(1) Distinguished Service

d officers in any of the three

r who has been specially

r distinguished service in

The DSO is the next most

oss.

o naval and marine offi-

enant-commander, and to

ed in dispatches for meri-

my officers of or below

s, class I, for acts of dis-

counterpart is the DSC.

e IX).—To officers and

age, or devotion to duty

he enemy.

warrant officers of the

s for courage or devotion

ainst the enemy.

te IX).—To enlisted

DCM is awarded on

Chief, and carries a small

the CGM.

te IX).—To enlisted

and the Fleet Air Arm

ts obverse is the same

enlisted men of the

of bravery under fire.

ted men of the

avery brought to notice

-in-Chief in the field. Its

se is the same as that of

enlisted men of the

h the DFC is awarded

en of the RAF, or of

age or devotion to duty

s against the enemy.

been awarded to cover

riod of years and usually

commemorate these

es engraved on them, were

them. These clasps are

are not worn when the

types of miscellaneous

medals; commemorative

performances; and long

y award for long service

he Royal Navy, in 1831;

109

, lorries,

ation in figure 52

tish infantry weapons.

he Lee-Enfield rifle

y, from 8 pounds 1Q%

ord-type or dagger-type

400 feet per second.

bley), caliber .38 (fig. 54).

is a breechloading

Mk. I, is now replacing the

e the U. S. rifle,

tion shoulder rifle.

—8 pounds

).

,000 yards.

f bullet, 175 grains;

al); 15 rounds per

mployed, a sword-type

ype (No. 4, Mk. I). The

long, of cruciform section

bayonet, 7 ounces;

d in wooden boxes, either

f automatic weapons or

rifles. The type of am-

ox.

E STOCKS

2, Mk. I, caliber

volver, No. 1, Mk. VI,

ch riders, and noncommis-

bove. The cylinder carries

effective range is 50 yards,

hine gun.—The Thomp-

the "Tommy gun," is used

The gun, caliber .45,

uipped with 2 types of

drum holding 50. It is

ghtly more. (See the center

ng issued at a rapid rate

sance units, etc. It can be

act, together with its light

reat accuracy, has resulted

d the "Tommy gun" have

bine.

ng 32 rounds.

so fig. 14).—The .303-inch

matic weapon in the British

r three positions: safety,

and 56).

ated magazine-fed ma-

ut may be mounted on a

58), or an armoured auto-

may also be mounted as a

).

bipod; maximum, 2,000

ng 1,248 rounds per box,

magazine, the capacity of which

maximum); 60 rounds per

rapid).

The .303-inch Lewis heavy

he British), although obso-

not in the field army except

gun.

, showing bipod

unt.

ce. In the Home Guard it

can be mounted on an anti-

planes.

ed machine gun.

der.

ximum).

machine gun.

g. 59).—The .303-inch

um" MG by the British)

-gun battalion. The

gear and a socket mounted

belt which passes from

-operated machine gun.

luding water, 42 pounds.

ustable legs, —55° to

2,000 yards.

ds.

nute (maximum); 125

per minute (rapid).

n tanks (see fig. 87). For

aragraph llOc.

ys anti-tank rifle

ne rifle, caliber .55, firing

undisclosed muzzle velocity,

will penetrate 24-mm

00 yards, and 9-mm armour

ue is one to each platoon

s as part of the artillery, the 2-pounder and 6-pounder anti-tank

ank grenades are discussed in paragraph 946.

ncluding those employed

quickly replaceable

port is adjustable, how-

ight, the adjustment

that the weapon be

a handle. Both front and

clear the magazine, which

sights are of the ring

table to two positions

fle has a hand-operated

and spring buffer.

rifle, fired from bipod.

00 yards.

weight of round,

ined soldier).

ns are equipped with

-inch is being introduced.

ds and fires a 2%-pound HE

rds. The 3-inch mortar fires a

maximum range of 1,600 yards.

l weight of 124 pounds.

th some ammunition,

s usually carried in a

-loading, high-angle

t of shell, 2 pounds.

s mortar is carried

uck. When brought into

load for three men.

tances in three-round

the battalion is on the

es.

-loading, high-angle

42 pounds; mounting,

t of each, 10 pounds.

ot mortar throws 14-

ive against 3K-inch armour.

There are three types

. The HE grenade can

ards. The HE and

means of an attachment

). When fired from the

maximum range of 200 yards

% pounds, and that of

ble danger area of the HE

directions from the point

ave sufficient velocity to

r more. Mechanically the

grenade.

eld firmly with the lever

withdrawn. So long as the

he grenade leaves the hand

striker is forced down onto the

nites the fuze, which burns

renade, which weighs

h the object of providing a light

on. The area of burst

m a standing position in

material effect of the

ral effect is considerable.

with the enemy. The

ypes of anti-tank gre-

Wilson) grenade, an

grenade produces an

rger.

moke. A special mortar for

over projector, has been

s grenade, which

discharger fitted to the

eing used. Since it is

a rough sight is provided.

trajectory, the effective

he armour of light,

will be penetrated.

enade gives a consid-

held at a flat angle, it is

st a sandbag or similar ob-

ld also be supported on

bject of this grenade is

best effect being attained

sion of a tank. Because of

can be thrown only short

of its powerful nature, it is

ehind cover. The use of it,

o road blocks.

nd).—(a) This grenade

AFV's (armoured force

ble target, thus insuring

grenade will not stick if

oad blocks and in posi-

tairs windows onto tanks.

localized, the thrower

nade is an ideal weapon.

on charge and planted by

erator retreats in such a direc-

on. With practice and

o about 20 yards.

d,).—This grenade really

nsists of an oval-shaped

pounds of HE and bound

To fire.—In order to

ed to the rifle, which is then

grenade placed in the dis-

be used; half of its length

artridges. In firing (fig. 65)

ifle must be kept at an angle

rifle will be held at an angle

r shorter ranges will be

To obtain extreme range,

for the shortest range the

ws the average distances

o the various adjustments

ent.

oldier equipped

, a bayonet, 50 rounds of

e articles pictured in

back row, then front

ay book and identity

socks; overalls; haversack;

canvas shoes (sneakers);

ckknife, shaving brush,

ive brushes; towel; soap

comforter; housewife (a

ons, etc.); shirt; and spare

t transport. The

pounds. A mess tin (not

er dressed in some of

hing order he carries a

ersack, the latter being

et (see fig. 45® and ®).

at of the enlisted man in

r and 12 rounds of

contains data per-

weapons. These are

ounder antitank guns; the

d field gun of the British);

5.5-inch gun-howitzer;

minutes, and tenths of

uated.

munition falls into

eechloading, or U. S.

bdivided into "fixed,"

arate," which is approx-

echloading ammunition

RMY

es).

ng basic colors are

munition:

our-piercing (AP)

e of the shell denotes that

ells suitable for tropical

of red crosses.

noted as follows:

the shoulder, sten-

"TNT/BX" with the

nd.

n band on the shoulder;

T is other than 80/20,

green band.

nd on the shoulder and

n band.

w shell with a green band

black on the band.

smoke ammunition are

shell stenciled "PHOS"

o white rectangular

tion stenciled on each

tional markings are

e ring around the

le on the shoulder

e red filling ring.

s already indicated with

green disks.

ds.—Markings as already

on opposite sides of the shell

g (rotating) band.

cates tracer, and "TF"

are stenciled on the body of

er.—If a gun or howitzer

N" or "HOW" are stenciled

te band is painted above the

charge in the forward end

ree smoke canisters out of the

l, a combination fuze with

haracteristics.—The

. I, is a semiautomatic

muzzle velocity of 2,616

plate shield and is carried

-ton truck. For firing, it

d 70). It may also be

ve range is not more than

nnon.

nches).

ctice), weighing 4.5

ghing 2 pounds 6 ounces; 14

he truck.

is on the seat to the left

andwheel on the left controls

to this handwheel. Tra-

andwheel to the right of the

utch at the right foot of

er to traverse the gun,

g on the shoulders of the

d. The first, a simple

commander for approxi-

by the gunner. The

(anti-tank gun), Mk. I (rear view).

(anti-tank gun), Mk. I (left view).

y 20°, and a magnification

d vertical line and a

t the left for 300, 600, 900,

ctly above the sight, pro-

he horizontal line by incre-

ormed by the NCO gun

nner in accordance with oral

on and above the tele-

rear notch-type sight, adjust-

o the left side of the

opic sight.

lity of the 2-pound er anti-

g it portee on a 30-cwt

ht self-propelled or

nti-tank gun is mounted on

2-pounder is utilized for

e front, and additional

on the two sides of the gun.

un (fig. 71), with a muzzle

en designed by the British

which are not vulnerable to

300 yards. A 57-mm gun,

ks at much greater ranges

ill still be important to the

and units. The 6-pounder

split-trail wheeled carriage,

ks. In order to facilitate

he circumstances, the

esigned that the 2-pounder

ded that the 6-pounder

organization.

non.

Mk. II, on 25-pounder carriage, Mk. I (traveling position).

nds 4 ounces.

der field gun-how-

-howitzer is the basic

, Mk. II, on 25-pounder carriage, Mk. 1 (firing position, left rear

73). It has been replacing

ch howitzer of the last war.

e changed in the field.

platform in 1 minute.

is capable of all-around

e and anti-mechanized action

orm is in the form of a

ail or on the back of the prune

latform is lowered to the

led or tractor-drawn over it

maneuvering of the trail,

commonly called a "banana,"

ents the trail from digging

e is 1,470 feet per second,

nd.

ailer (barrel, 92.5 inches).

P, on firing platform (left rear view).

without platform.

0 yards with supercharge.

ing (20 pounds), HE (25

21.8 pounds); charges: 3 and

mal).

zer is the standard pack

r use with the air-borne

.—(1) General.—The 60-

d by the 4.5-inch gun; the

5.5-inch gun-howitzer as the

eapons are mounted on the

simple and easy to get

eing fired, the three

and the two trail spades.

mechanism automatically

er, the traveling axle, and

o the rear and equilib-

s variable. In addition,

mechanism which permits

ion for loading while the

desired target.

illery gun fires a 55-

265 feet per second.

tillery gun-howitzer

muzzle velocity of from 1,235

r.

ry howitzer (figs. 77

5 to 1,352 feet per second.

as a calibrating sight.

gle-motion type, having a

of shell weighing 100

e propcllant charges being

r.—The 7.2-inch (183-

-5.5-inch howitzer carriage (firing position).

-inch gun-5.5-inch howitzer carriage (traveling position).

andard field piece. The

d is being converted to the

that of the original 8-inch,

h low-pressure tires. On

ng a boat-tailed shell of

and at 4,500 yards longer

d as a result of the

0. They found the 9.2-inch

or war of movement.

inch gun. For details

ing sight.)

dragon tractor.

1AP carriage.

MY

ch howitzer, see figure 68.

12-inch howitzer, and the

his light anti-aircraft

he "Polsten," with a

is similar to the Oerlikon

eplace the caliber .303

aximum effective ceiling

t automatic cannon.

ds.

nute (maximum).

are equipped with the

81) some of which were

nd Belgium, and the

Great Britain. This auto-

5° to +90° and a 360°

ghing 2 pounds at a muzzle

ell is equipped with a per-

sible automatic rate of fire

le-shot firing at 1 round per

rvation of tracers. The

,500 feet.

un.—Although there is

the 3".7-inch heavy AA gun

aircraft heavy-gun batteries

s. It has an elevation range

nd fires a 28-pound HE

me fuze, at a muzzle velocity

21,280 pounds in the travel-

g is 30,000 feet. A con-

aced on concrete platforms.

ft gun.

ft gun being prepared for action.

MY

A gun, known to the

ange of from —5° to +80°

d HE projectile, equipped with

city of 2,410 feet per second.

a minute. This gun can be

vement from one position to

sly prepared concrete base.

00 pounds. Its maximum

d Sperry directors are

anufactured in the United

since May 1938. The stand-

ument of the coincidence

ses of 9 feet, 16% feet, and

is an unrotating HE

e projectors from which the

ome can fire only 1 pro-

ectiles, at a single loading.

—The 90-cm (35.5-inch)

d in two types, one for hand

o a number of 120-cm

chlights in service, as well as

e 90-cm model is mounted

m model is mounted on its

lmost invariably of glass,

f sound locators are

s four paraboloid horns

ning. They are equipped

rse-finding sights. Acoustic

l of the searchlight make the

sary.

ed extensively in con-

as ratified an inter-

oxic gas in war. Its

he military and civilian

Royal Engineer estab-

through the Chemical

nce Research Department

ffice. Chemical warfare

of field engineering except

nit gas officer who is

is a graduate of one of the

British Army. The staff

General Staff Officer (GSO

ualified in chemical

nd staff in all matters per-

fficer, who usually has

arters of a corps or higher

. 3). Gas protective

ers and is carried out in

manuals similar to those

itish provisions for

ugh and include numerous

gas equipment. Anti-gas

ncommissioned officers.

as-chamber exercises, first

similar to U. S. Army

number of special items

t spray or other forms of gas

e or more squads spe-

prompt identification

sures for protection, field

cleansing centers are

e gas mask has a fully

connected to the

he canister contains

. The mask is carried in a

by a shoulder strap.

a position on the chest and

e figs. 84 and 85; see also

es in his mask haversack

c material. The purpose of

chemical spray from aircraft

f ointment, designed for

te, are also carried in the

visions are made for im-

wearer against vesicant gas

).

ed to all troops in Great

st be replaced.

3, 84, 85, and 86).—Gar-

ided for individual protection

countered. These garments

ers, jacket, hood, overshoes,

each soldier (see also figs.

ssued as specially required.

MY

ed with paper arm bands

ster gases.

ive protection devices

f specially treated paper

ed areas to allow the safe

d fabric and used to

ph

tish tanks fall into

r infantry ("I"), tanks.2

ured fighting vehicles of the

d maneuverable, and sacrifice

tanks, which are slower

d to support infantry attacks

try and attempting to over-

sh infantry tanks is one

armored tactics, although

ks might be called upon to

or one type of infantry

ritish to be obsolete from

al types are produced for

nnaissance, mountain war-

ence.

87, the British are also

y known as the Crom-

rant).

r than U. S. light tanks,

ritish cruiser tanks vary

f the various British tanks now in use.

ghing the same as U. S.

S. medium tanks. The

ks is similar to that

ve been utilized by

ing roles.

s British tanks, see

heavy) machine gun is

caliber .303 Vickers, but

ze of the cartridge. It

rate of fire of 500 to 600

ium (heavy) machine

te of fire of 650 rounds

tor. This gun is also

pounds and firing 400

ons are usually by radio,

s are by voice tube or

ain types of armoured

and the Loyd (fig. 94).

ls of the Universal carrier,

r type of work, there is

ith rests for a Bren gun

mmonly known as the

transport three or four

ment. The Loyd carrier

holding nine men including

s four bogie wheels,

e, provides the easiest

o types. The following

o carriers:

untry: 20 miles per

r hour.

. 110 miles (approximately).

raph 128.

Mk. VI (Crusader).

k. VI (Crusader).

h comparatively lightly

xtensively for reconnais-

with their characteristics,

ot listed in figure 95, are

4 Matador. The

ected by 14-mm armour.

2 Besa machine gun and

6-brake-horsepower

er hour and a radius of

mobile command posts

moured command vehicle

nd Vehicle. Armour is

the chassis is that of a normal

ree officers, three radio

des seats, desks, and

a cipher machine, and

here are no vehicular

rifles.

d carrier.

itted with Bren gun on anti-aircraft mount and with Boys

RUCKS,

xceptions all trans-

The standard motor

ably adequate in quantity.

(See fig. 96 for char-

nly representative types

between trucks and

ying vehicle of 1 long ton

le of 30-cwt or more (see

ed for a truck with a

d to pull or tow anything.

ed as tractors.

is to design or modify

all-around field of vision,

the Middle East have cut

closed-cab trucks so that

have their heads and

vehicle. On some of the

ved. On large cargo trucks

rocured are 1^-ton,

tors manufactured by

and 3-ton six-wheeled

97). However, there are

ed tractors, called dragons,

ith a chassis similar to

artillery. Satisfactory

the change from tracked

ecially the %-ton 4 by 4

nd drive. British

those in the United States;

and pull to the right in

RMY

o motorcycles are the

mally carry one rider,

bags on either side of the

r occasional use. Brakes

ing. A foot brake operates

el. Standing orders

w the grade of colonel be

es are widely used by

proximately).

carrying model, is also

regiments, and, in a

es.

wo-seater car.—This is

ith a baggage space behind

ting convoys because of

here a larger vehicle

n (sedan) car (fig. 100).—

the tire equipment (9 by

nce between fenders and tires.

ndard sedan body. The

nd is also standard.

aissance cars, provided

ed to reconnaissance

un tractor, showing machine-gun mount.

(Austin).

aloon car (Ford).

MY

d personnel or wireless

ype body providing seating

g the off side and one the

d equipment. The whole

f cover on tubular super-

an be used on the ground

5 miles per hour (50 miles

overned).

11^ miles per gallon.

9 U. S. gallons.

nds.

truck.—When fitted with

an be converted into a passen-

ort vehicle for the equip-

mounts a Bren gun. Its

ng dimensions:

etachable canvas top and

0 miles per hour gov-

.

eral service).—This lorry

fitted with the standard

d front end exactly like the

ernal dimensions of the

s by 2 feet 3 inches. Provision

the body, at the rear on the

rd all-steel cab with lami-

hened glass in the doors, and a

driver's side only—is

miles per hour gov-

s truck (number).

uck (Bedford MW).

MY

service).—Thislorry (fig. 104)

ake special low-pressure

moderate cross-country work.

rmy. The body is a

with a detachable canopy

el-paneled cab seats two.

eet 6 inches; internal width,

ches.

0 miles per hour gov-

n.

a 4-wheeled 4-wheel-

he "haulage" of field guns

formance when towing.

d gun stores and holds four

are provided for kit and

ng platform may be

mensions: over-all length,

3 inches; over-all height, 7 feet

2 miles per hour

on.

, has been superseded.

illery is the Morris C8 tractor

ufactured by other firms.

a tank-tractor, is now

medium artillery brigades

r, 90 horsepower.

hour; cross-country,

on roads; 2 miles per

(Bedford OX).

vice lorry (Bedford OY).

rtillery tractor (model stage).

. IIIc.

sed alternatively as trac-

ce guard and rear

tack 124

ent (British brigade)

ts) 129

e is generally similar

d briefly.

nsive may be stated

timate purpose of the

e. Only by attack can

ctors in war—time and

l ranks down to the

mander, rather than

ach Bis immediate objective,

evise one himself.

sh in the attack are:

on.

weapon in the hand of

periority of force at the

execution of the attack

nd maintained. Com-

affs must insure that the

d efficiently.

or simplicity gives

kely it is to succeed,

cuse for carelessness.

MY

es at the point that he

nce of the selected place

t every possible area and point

e attack is launched,

n effort, and the favorable

ar. Therefore, the attacker

ollowing is the British

for combat from a march

any operation is put into

ssance by commanders both

eploying troops and organ-

l importance to reduce

by—

ad for possible future

nts for reconnaissance.

currently.

rill need not differ materially

ormally be carried out

commander initiating the

detailed to support.

s to a rendezvous to

nistrative parts of the

mmander.

manders and by the com-

sembly areas.

nd (e), above, take place

dinate commanders.

ment areas.

ing portion of each

ith the fighting troops

cerned in deployment and

our main groups con-

ch is the commander's

group for receiving

ordinate commanders'

main body of the

e transport not

orders. (For the com-

ote the "Remarks" column

ted to circumstances.)

while reconnaissance

sued, there should be a

rward ending in deploy-

roops. This process should

ons down to sub-units. Note

o start groups moving.

roposed deployment area.

arefully planned, and

be taken, and the points of

d.

the vicinity of a place

n the field of operations

his rendezvous will

's reconnaissance is esti-

st be put into early

ey are to support.

e for the supply of

, and for the speedy evacu-

ther they are to be

bordinate units) will depend

er stage 2 (6(2), above).

m the map: for instance,

ops, etc. By this means

MY

ome reconnaissance con-

ssance.

regarding essentials to

most pressed for time.

Liaison Officers be available,

ficer.

artillery travel in the

ce. In this case the risk of

ed.

ure the efficient func-

the stages outlined for

grammatically in figure 108

d down. Such time as is

in peacetime, with an ample

which may occur in wartime,

densed, or as parts of it

cut down, so the risk of

ualties as will approximate

e can be no doubt.

n be saved, with and without

sly. The staff must

mander if, in their opinion,

every occasion the com-

ns and gauge the risks. He

ance is being carried out

be a simultaneous and unin-

until final battle development

is making its recon-

t a previously designated

errain observation charac-

ordinate unit is moving to

hould know that his combat

ed assembly area of a higher

ers, he, in turn, makes his

manders. This whole process

rders adhere to the

statement of facts and

eral picture of the situation.

e higher command and

corps, divisional, and

her command.

e commander issuing

sion).

allotted to the fighting

instructions for supply,

c.

mand post's (CP's) lat-

an operation order.

(involving the llth

m 2130 hrs DI-2 day:—

of the high ground incl Mt

K—FLAT TOP (see

nd will be notified later.

PEAK feature.

OGS BACK.

OP.

to 50 yards to WEST of left Coy

the wire before 0500 hours

ns and will provide guides to

ide 11 Ind Inf Bde No. 0385 dated

0 hrs DI day.

ot become aware of the assembly and

be reduced to a minimum.

in the front line

s and 2 Mahrattas between first light

on as possible will be maintained at

e used as directed in 11 Ind Inf Bde

as will show screens in the direc-

has been captured.

bns as follows:

ng strong points.

er manner without orders from Bde HQ.

in rear of the Coy 1 R. F. moving up

".) Other than recce parties, sees

d by O. C., 2 Camerons, and Bde

hrattas and 1 Raj Rif.

ndian Dump area.

ure of the objective to prevent pene-

mds direct with F. O. O.'s as soon as

tured.

ver possible, in front of the crest line

y and at such a distance from forward

ge.

ward to assist, if required, in over-

as follows:

will be held in dumps for consolidation.

stores during and after attack.

parties, under the command of an

ward troops during and after the

e.

for taking forward wire for F. O. O.'s.

of the time and place these

r a white armband on the right arm.

ken forward of the Starting Line.

talk" should they be captured.

is a possibility of Australian

E.

n at 2130 hrs DI-2 day.

HT forward Coy of present

RE and later HOGS

by LEFT Coy of present LEFT

L/T fails).

Bns. L. O. 4 Raj Rif will report Bde

d Div., at 0600 hours DI day

are being issued by C. R. A., 4

DI day:

jor.

14, 15 and 16.

7, 8, 11-22, 24-26.

8, 14-16.

8, 11, 14-20, 22-26.

al content of the

er as given in b, above:

mation on—

sketch of terrain

tillery, with columns

serve.

advance guard

.

he attack.—

e Regulations, Volume

makes the following state-

cessarily imply weakness or in-

or the arrival of reinforcements or

some other part of the battlefield or of

sirable to induce the enemy to com-

unter-offensive and to waste his

ion; just as some of the most effective

opponent first to exert his strength in

ed with excerpts from

on Operations, Alilitary

1939, pages 5-6:

ith equivalent British terminology).

ith equivalent British terminology).

MY

s upon the defender, where he has

ortunity to select ground that will allow

he fire power of his weapons; and as time

improved. The chief object of the

emy's forces with the minimum expendi-

be able, either in the same part of the

ensive and complete the defeat of the

sufficient if the enemy is prevented

e defence is that freedom of action

and allowed to pass to the enemy,

attack. Active reconnaissance is

ty must defend it to the end without

appen on their right or left, unless and

retire.

d by modern weapons is that it must be

k supported by tanks, heavy artillery

apons is such that the attacker, by

e a breach on a limited front and to a

repared defence."

ng away from the defended

ets of resistance in depth

my is engaged by one after

which should be in tank-proof

nate firing positions for

cially infantry and artillery.

a. The following

War Office publication Opera-

Part II (Defence), 1939,

les for anti-tank defence:

ensive position will be protected by

ion to cover the defensive position during

ions should be sufficiently far from the

oops room for delaying action, and

uld bring observed artillery fire to bear

e, however, when, owing to the prox-

overing troops will be obliged to occupy

ases coincide with that eventually to be

oops will usually be provided by

, be provided by units thrown out by

ring position is close. They will be

y may be required to hold the covering

be strong in anti-tank guns and must be

ch will usually be under orders of the

e, however, the position of the covering

vered by guns of the defensive position,

port' of such covering troops. OP's

ed on the covering position. The divi-

m machine guns will as a rule form part

rmation with its own signal personnel

ary signals to the commander of the

be coordinated along the whole

higher commanders, who will give

hdrawn. As the units comprising the

avalry, will be required to prepare

ation, it will be advantageous if they

ating factor affecting their with-

withdrawn until the main position is

attack.

s is withdrawn, the divisional

must be adequately supported by

and anti-tank guns, should remain in

osition to gain information and to

ssible. These detachments will fall

t good lateral liaison be maintained to

dinated.

e:

protected by a tank obstacle;

ea;

y a tank obstacle.

line of foremost defended localities

. Their role will be:

roops from obtaining information;

pproach;

y be necessary to enable the garrison

in front of the main position will

antageous if they can be placed

operations in France

'to hold extended

occur again. Under these

cile the two principles that

ank attack must be in the

le must be kept under

ver, to keep the whole

e may be possible only at

e the primary considera-

the anti-tank obstacle

ail, however, it is essential

nterattack the enemy as

and commenced infiltration.

ntly observed by day and

e means in order to get the

ation or other activity.

r regiment (British

ocalities.

with equivalent British terminology).

nization. — The organi-

art of the rifle battalion

igure 112.

atoon.

proof against rifle fire

le to fire from above, or

therefore, a partially

with infantry.

country, but will be

ch is a tank obstacle, and by

ons, therefore, when it will

uous scouting will always

onsisting of two men,

p the gun in action, either in

on, the detachment has

rvation, and is therefore

or two determined infantry-

d for any length of time,

be sited to provide mutual

ng-up operations.

arrier and getting into

ersonnel and vehicle. Dis-

r and very quickly. The

ntirely vulnerable, and must

ps or must be concealed

s considerable, and the

o hold a front varying

to the depth in which it is

achments are very vulner-

rear.

m 400 yards as from

in to a target to gain fire

employment of the car-

ered that the carrier is

e'designed to convey the

rom which the LMG can

attack.—(a) Close coopera-

4).

fantry tanks.

—(a) Throughout the

ry commander and the

pose of obtaining knowledge

oints to be looked for are

e, and obstacles to move-

ander may realize that

re from enemy defence areas.

may decide to move for-

he troops still advancing,

ng fire to bear on the enemy

vance to continue.

t wide to a flank to a

emy resistance may be

ntry tanks.—(a) When

anged fire plan, the car-

mobile reserve of fire power.

o infiltrate through gaps

ding out, or to guard a flank.

ften be more in the

n infiltration and maneu-

infantry, reconnoitering

y resistance.

cooperating, the role

und permits of its moving

fire position in order to

of the infantry. This

against anti-tank weapons

attack and on the flank of the

st weapons located beyond

ading echelon of tanks

carrier platoon will rarely be

probably move protected by

nfantry with the second

tive, carriers may go forward

pons located beyond it.

cumstances, and no stereo-

consists not only in

in the neutralization of

nt performance of this task

ed on this task may be

ven an independent task

ifle companies should be

on commanders should make

ct.

jective there will, as a

, and it is then that the

mmediate counterattack.

the best ground on which to

will therefore include the

osition for defence, the

nt of ammunition, etc.

ver consolidating troops

y are used in this role, they

mployment of carriers in a

orward ammunition of all

entrenching tools for con-

sks that may be allotted

wer.

ted or armoured action.

the battalion.

itable for employment

e established forward of the

e enemy's approach.

but short periods, they

he limited number of

, carriers are easily stalked

e reserve of fire power

port hard-pressed areas,

unexpected directions.

the carrier platoon will be

owledge of the battalion

ule, hold all carriers

t disperse them by allot-

can be used quickly and

ther dismounted or

ovide supporting fire from

ould acquire a good

naissance.

er platoon should rarely

the depth of the position,

e as a mobile reserve. At

rier platoon can, by

f the carriers themselves

y be possible for the two

reserve—to be linked, but

consideration.

ce and gaining of contact.—

ntact phase, when useful

ront and flanks. The

untry on all occasions in

arriers will often be used

nnaissance troops.

with advantage on

lel to the column which

ty to move quickly from

he enemy the impression

eld than is actually the case.

osts on side roads, The

e topography, but, as a rule,

ary to safeguard the main

g temporary barbed-wire

nti-tank rifle.

withdrawal, the carrier

ding an intermediate position

ithdraw, whether the action

ed opportunities for

carriers behind ridges,

on, the enemy can be de-

d. As an alternative rear-

may be left in ambush in

lding their fire until the

that his advance will be

een found to be of value

ly to transport—

cle.—The armour and mobil-

f all kinds to be carried out

reconnaissance includes—

by brigade (regimental)

tion and examine the

rd of the main line -of

ls.-

ns during withdrawals.

ders and by intelligence

fire.

carrier has been found

and has been used in this

n commanders. Its

information under fire has

s have failed. It has, in

r in forward areas.

tages of being restricted

sualties from snipers in

ntage in wood fighting.

n in the undergrowth on

enemy as he emerges into

d necessary to have well-

d useful in holding up

ecially at some canals where

cover, or even partial

ting the LMG into position,

e also been used to bring

canals, the troops throw-

e far side with good effect.

fect to raid and bomb

d groups in defence areas.

arried out when 3-inch

he carriers, moving around

drew.

unit penetrated the

hus slowing up its advance.

s of road within an area

s which were met either

ance of tanks could

riers have been used

across fire-swept terrain,

er impossible or very

sed for carrying back

regiments).—a. Gen-

Libyan desert warfare are

o two categories:

when contact with the

nd attack may be ex-

ely dispersion, siting of

ches (see par. 130 b), and

ground attack as well as

ing principles:

d. Although units may

during the day, this is not

danger of firing on other

.

proper direction to

ary.

daylight hours, but

dark.

d.

ylight, units are formed

hich is a form of dispersed

ly the same manner as when

ected, however, intervals

pen leaguer an all-around

ing for the night, units of

at is known as a close leaguer.

either a triangle or a

leg or side, with 10 to 15

re usually formed about

s to have been observed from

ion after darkness falls.

ward after dark and moves

s then move to the rear

uring" and "leaguering" occur as synonyms of the American

ouring" generally for all temporary camps, and therefore it

king" than does "leaguering." The latter term has been applied

specific type of "protective formation" employed in Libyan desert

guer" was derived by the British from the words "laagering"

of the South African wagon trains to denote a circular defensive

by the American pioneers with their covered wagons.

rols, are kept well out

t used for this purpose.

red vehicle is detailed to

n in each vehicle is

changed hourly.

er.

nistration, maintenance,

aulins. When there is

er light is shown inter-

ther units in finding the

MY

ilence is observed during

f an hour before moving into

chelon moves to the

k by enemy ground forces,

d night formations. This is

ion against air attacks.

nd Bren gunners.—

take anti-aircraft targets

to fire with a 12° lead.

slit trench" is unquestion-

ce for the individual. When-

ength of time, men are

once. Units which made

ed almost no casualties from

ve against dive bombard-

und that after men realize

the slit trench, they dig slit

me very nonchalant about air

ld be dug deep enough to

e gun while standing.

recautions are primarily

are dispersed with from

at least one-third of the

aircraft defence. When

ay be assigned to a bivouac

other small units.

Motley mountings are

ation. At least one-third

s bows of trucks or are other-

n anti-aircraft sentry is

een cut out in the tops of

o make it possible for a

ave his head and shoulders

see par. 113c.)

y effort is made to keep it

persistent, vehicles may

de area, for they invariably

e roads ran through many

were most persistent, the

antly interrupted, and during

de largely during the night.

) Speed (U. S. eguiva-

iles in the hour" (mih),

uding the time spent on

0 minutes in 2 hours.

").—The speedometer

open sections of road to

h) is known as "cruising

(mph). The relation

nds on road conditions;

pacing of vehicles on

sed as "vehicles to the mile"

air observation. Ten

irty or forty vtm are

e length"}.—The follow-

past a point in minutes:

ntrucked) division moving

utes, or 20 hours, to pass a

it or formation groups of

y 30 hours.

A group is a small

t.

al point" (IP)).—The

s timed onto the route.

peed and density ordered

nt "traffic control
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the intelligence service

uation, and dissemination

e used by the U. S. Army.
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corps headquarters are
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the commander, corps Royal
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n the corps.

s.

e to those who can make
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of war.

ity measures prescribed
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t-Director of Survey
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gence work in the

ion to higher authority.

sion.

d air photography and

tion of air photographs

nation of prisoners of

lligence Officer

he Brigade Major, co-
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l information obtained
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nts, and field works

ntentions.

summaries.
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d record of information.

ers of war and of

units.
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of view of the enemy.

with air and ground

oficient in interpreting
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obtained from air photo-

ven before the photographs

de commander all in-

may affect the operations of
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entions and may therefore

Staff. When CB control
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B work.
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ounter-battery staff.
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icular situation on the

ligence situation map.

s are necessary.

aff of the division,

rk in close cooperation,
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ts and dispositions.

he front and flanks of

ation on the dispositions

a and of the surround-

and from the enemy's

eports emanating

nformation so obtained

higher authority or
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f the unit commander to

d with up-to-date maps

arding prisoners of war

o date.

res within the unit.

s made up of officers

ns and training. This corps

1 (I), by the GSO 2 in charge

lligence staff atGHQ, assisted

orps.

GHQ is authorized to

eneral Staff personnel from

he Intelligence Corps are

rters and to the line of

t exist in peacetime.

on with the organiza-

e Commandant of the

end its organization and

ersonnel.

on rendered necessary by

nts.

ning of all ranks of the

ments of the General

short notice for special
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at GHQ and the air

arters of lower formations

intelligence staffs, air-

this information is

air defence organization.

serves, resources in

details of equipment,

air-force prisoners.

and the effect of raids

d land operations.

records are kept

rs as to the enemy's

ries:

formations.

kept in a book form on

Battle Book."

manent record of infor-

ons made as a result thereof.
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his diary is kept for use

de headquarters or when the

clerical and office facilities
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area (such as that of the

covering a suitable area

brigade is a part).

—This duplication is

ade commander has an up-to-
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ering a suitable area
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with tracing cover which
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ade intelligence diary, and

nd own troops is recorded
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means.

weapons of warfare.
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nd classification. The
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ecret.
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s. Documents marked
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in a lower classification
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l classification.

y categories.—
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d. Thus the price of an
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uccession, are Royal High-

ed as "Your Majesty."

s is the Upper House

s are ordinarily hereditary

o the House of Lords. The

mendation of the Prime

st, the ranks of the peerage

archioness.

countess.

as the Archbishop of

addressed as "Your Grace,"

who address any Royalty or

s addressed as "His Grace,
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n writing as "The Marquess

ddressed in

as "Viscount or Lord
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l or above is known by a
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and the eldest
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ointments, and

neral use and for addressing
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breviations for the titles of

employed. Names and in-
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, etc.) Div RA
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War

A

bove are ungraded and, in general, exercise a coordinating func-

de staff officers, who are graded as lieutenant-colonels, are in

larger headquarters. Second-grade staff officers are majors;
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Assistant-Adjutant- Deputy-Assistant-Quarter-

tain (A) Staff Captain (Q)

2," and "G3" when used in the British Army relate to gradings,

ASC

G

(D) AQMG

on __ (D)AD Tn

8—The regiments

order of precedence, as

cavalry regiments of the

Corps to form the Royal

Royal Tank Regiment

l units, many of which are attached to regular cavalry and

cluded in this list.

King's bodyguard.

Life Guards, 1st and 2nd, that is, the 1st and 2nd Regiments.

chanized, which is a part of the Royal Regiment of Artillery

rds in order of precedence. But when on parade with its guns,

of the household cavalry. At the present time, two units of

the City of London, one of the oldest existing military units

orps then being known as R Tanks.

. Bays

n 3 DG

nnis DG

eys

n) 10 H

L

H

rds).15

Regi- Gren Gds

ment Coldm Gds

t SG

iagonal stroke (as 4th/7th) denote two original regiments now

er the Coast Defence and Anti-Aircraft Branch. (See also note

of two or more battalions from these regiments. A "Guards'

that rank after having served as a field officer in a regiment of Foot

WG
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o (91), beginning with The
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These numbers no
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disbanded organizations
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S
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(4)— King's Own
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51)._ KOYLI
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bbreviations, which
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nly by the Army and the
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.
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